
Axis partner solution note

> Visual and   
fact-based 
insights of root 
causes

> Claim 
management

> Proactive 
logistics problem 
solving

> Improve cost 
and operation 
efficiency

Supply chain insights powered 
by Axis and SiB Solutions   
Intelligent Video and AI Services (IVS) provide logistics-intensive companies with 
visual facts for quality improvements and cost reductions.

How it works
Axis cameras connected to AXIS Camera Station are 
used to provide recorded video clips of logistics processes 
where data from other operative systems such as ERPs, 
warehouse management systems or similar, are collected 
and merged with the right video clips.

The collected data must contain the position of the 
goods handled, timestamps  and searchable references 
such as order-id, item number or pallet-id.

A subscription-based service
For immediate return on investment the solution is 
offered as a subscription-based service. The monthly 
subscription fee includes  hardware, software, training, 
support and maintenance. The service is available 
through a global network of distributors, installers and 
implementation partners.

Easy deployment
Thanks to the use of already existing system transactions 
and logs for data collection at the customer site, a small 
and dedicated project team can do the necessary 
configurations and quickly get the system up and 
running. 

Visual insights of supply chains
SiB Solutions provides Intelligent Video and AI Services 
(IVS) that, combined with Axis Camera Station Video 
Management Software and cameras from Axis, enables 
you to turn video and data from your logistics processes 
into searchable visual insights. This will help to improve 
operations, cut cost and increase customer satisfaction. 
It will  free-up time to focus on your core business 
rather than on time-consuming investigations and 
administration. 

Improve operations
The service provides new possibilities for logistics-
intensive companies to improve their operations by 
using searchable video to quickly verify or reject claims, 
find root causes and to do proactive improvements. In 
addition, the service can prevent errors in real time with 
Artificial Intelligence and guide the operator by using 
augmented reality, light signals and/ or sound.

Increase customer satisfaction
Many customers are tied to Service Level Agreements 
where disputes need to be resolved by presenting visual 
evidence. The service enables customers to efficiently 
search logistics data to get an instant view of related 
goods handling through time-stamped video clips.
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Why SiB Solutions
>   Specialized in software and 

services for visual insights 
to optimize supply chains

>   Preferred by international 
logistic-intensive 
companies world-wide 

>   Extensive technology and 
logistics knowledge

>   Continuous innovations 
to deliver state-of-the-art 
solutions

>   Global reach

>   Strong partner network

      www.sibsolutions.com
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About AXIS Camera Station
AXIS Camera Station is a generic video 
management software for wide range of 
installations. Manufacturing sites, production 
facilities, retail stores, hotels, schools and others 
can enjoy full control and protection of their 
premises and can quickly take care of incidents. 
All to make businesses run more smoothly.  
AXIS Camera Station matches Axis network video 
products and features to offer end-customers a 
complete, flexible, safe and reliable system. 

About SiB Solutions 
SiB Solutions is a Swedish logistics technology 
company enabling flawless logistics across the 
supply chain world-wide. SiB Solutions is 
dedicated to revolutionizing the world of 
logistics one innovation at a time. Typical 
customers are logistics-intensive companies 
transacting valuable goods, seeking to optimize 
logistics. SiB Solution’s partner network includes 
innovative companies around the world.

Why Axis
> Industry leader in 

network video

> Global market presence

> Strong partner network

> Smart, innovative 
products and services 
for video surveillance, 
access control, audio 
systems, and video 
analytics

Why network 
video
> Superior image quality

> Remote accessibility

> Easy, future-proof 
integration

> Scalability and flexibility

> Cost-effectiveness

> Distributed intelligence

> Proven technology

The number of AXIS Camera Station servers may vary depending on system setup.


